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ABSTRACT: The word deforestation means cutting down of trees in forests which results 

in loss of habitat for wild animals. In forests, cutting down trees are prohibited and it is 

regarded as an illegal activity. The third illegally importing logged timber in the world is 

India. Due to a shortage of manpower, our government finds it difficult to stop 

deforestation. The safest and sharpest method to prevent deforestation is done by using 

automation techniques. By using sensors, we can detect the abnormal activities in forests 

and the output is sent as an alert to the receiver. Thus, we can save our forests from 

intruders and we can stop deforestation activities using an automated detection system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Exploration is done by the International Union of Forest Research Organizations the 

Hindustan Times says that the third position goes for India for wrongfully bringing in logged 

lumber 167 nations examined for the insurance of biodiversity of our in the social affair. 

According to the report of CBD, 2016, a large portion of a percent of the round wood and 

sawn wood exchanged everywhere in the world, which is collected without government 

information. Illicit chopping down of trees and bringing in is the significant explanation of 

deforestation on the planet. This activity harms the planet. In certain nations, the illicit 

exchange of wood prompts woodland wrongdoings. Unlawful wood exchange is a wellspring 

of accounts of wrongdoings. Because of the necessity of lumber, some created nations have 

placed an eye on the mind's wood exchange. So the wood exchange moves to Nations like 

India and China, because of the less severe Guide lines for lumber exchange in these nations. 

Deforestation and illegal logging additionally occur in a portion of the African, Asian 

nations, and Amazon backwoods. Progressing examinations concerning the level of unlawful 

logging check that illegal logging addresses practically 50%90% in tropical countries and 

around 15%30% around the world. In the meantime, the monetary assessment of overall 

unlawful logging, which incorporates taking care of, is assessed to 30–100 billion US 

Dollars, which is practically 100%. Fernando Beatriz Jordan Rojas Dallaqua introduced the 

Forest Eyes project intends to identify deforestation in tropical timberlands dependent on 

resident science (CS) and AI (ML) approaches. In this manner, these modules turn the Forest 

Eyes project a heartier framework in the deforestation discovery task, constructing high-

certainty named assortments, expanding the observing inclusion, and diminishing volunteer 

reliance [1]. Nina Sofia Wyniawskyj and Milena Napiorkowska introduced the paper which 
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can recognize pixel-level changes in satellite pictures of forested regions consequently [2]. 

Daniel C. Zanotta1, Letícia F. Sartorio introduced the robotized technique for the location of 

Amazon deforestation in Brazil. The framework is authoritatively embraced by the Brazilian 

government. Just in 2000, the framework began to give information on computerized 

designs, in light of a simple confirmation performed by visual understanding, which had the 

option to deliver itemized deforestation planning [3]. Shichao Gao introduced out-of-control 

fires and deforestation in the Amazon rainforests, which is a pattern of breakdown in the 

climate. Utilizing AI procedures, specifically Time Series and LSTM, we can foresee the 

future deforestation of Amazon woods. It is accepted that the help of high-level AI strategies 

will effectively hinder deforestation, consequently improving the climate within a reasonable 

time frame [4]. Abdul Rehman, Husnain Shahid introduced the paper about quick 

improvement in distant detecting satellites and RS strategies, gives a steady and progressive 

route for investigation of land cover and land planning. This examination mirrored a 

convincing slump in the woodland cover at the time of the study [5]. 

 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Deforestation in India increases every day. India is placed in the third position for 

illegally cutting down of trees. By our system we can predict the vehicle which is used to 

transport the woods illegally. The working and cost of our system is simple and low but here 

the accuracy is high. This system measures the load of the vehicle which crosses that 

particular area[13][14][15]. This system consists of  arduino used to process the data from 

the load cell and output of  arduino is in two forms. When the load cell detects the weight of 

vehicle, then the system compares the detected load values with the data values which is 

already coded in arduino[18-21]. According to the output, this system sends the alert 

message to display on Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) and at the same time alert message is 

sent to the forest officer about illegal activities such as tree cutting using GSM module 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Block Diagram System design 

 

2.1 LOAD SENSOR 
Load applied is the load of the vehicle which is applied to the load sensor. A heap cell 

is a kind of transducer that changes over a mechanical power into a yield electrical heartbeat. 
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Even though there are numerous kinds of burden cells are accessible, strain-measure-based 

burden cells are the ordinarily utilized burden sensor. At the point when a heap or power 

follows up on the heap cell, the spring inside the heap cell is distorted except if it stays in a 

unique position or shape. Concerning the misshapen of spring, the strain check additionally 

changes the shape. The subsequent obstruction in the strain checks can be estimated as 

voltage. The adjustment in voltage is corresponding to the measure of power or burden that is 

applied to the cell, accordingly the measure of power that followed up on the heap cell can be 

determined from the yield. 

 

2.2ARDUINO UNO 

Arduino Uno has a microcontroller board that upheld ATmega328P (datasheet). It's 

fourteen advanced info/yield pins (of that cardinal is utilized as PWM yield), cardinal simple 

information, sixteen rate quartz, USB connection, jack, ICSP header, and catch for reset. 

'Uno' implies that one in Italian and was picked to check the release of Arduino code (IDE) 

one.0. The Uno Board and form one.0 of Arduino code (IDE) were the premier dependable 

renditions of Arduino. Arduino is an Associate in a Nursing open stockpile, segment and 

code organization, undertaking, and client local area that forms and fabricates 

microcontroller units to make advanced gadgets and intelligent gadgets that may see and the 

executive's objects inside the actual world. 

 

2.3 GSM 

GSM represents Global System for Mobile Communications. A GSM modem or 

GSM module is an equipment gadget that utilizes GSM cell phone innovation to give 

information connect to a distant organization. From the perspective of the cell phone 

organization, they are indistinguishable from a common cell phone, including the 

requirement for a SIM to distinguish them from the organization. 

 

2.4 LCD 

Liquid Crystal Display (LCDs) are used in the same systems where LEDs are used. These 

applications display the display of alphanumeric letters and numbers in the matrix dots and 

the component display. 

 

2.5 HARDWARE DETAILS 
Hardware connection is done with the load sensor, arduino uno, GSM and LCD. With the 

help of the transformer, the input power is stepped down to the desired power. From the 

transformer, bridge rectifier is used to convert the alternating current into direct current 

voltage. For reducing the noise in the rectifier output here using a capacitor for filtering 

purpose. Regulator is used to control the voltage fluctuations. Then, the load sensor, GSM 

and LCD [10-12] are made connections with the arduino. Load sensor is used to detect the 

load of the passing vehicle and an Arduino is used to processing the data and the output of 

Arduino is in two forms[16][17]. There is a program that is dumped into the Arduino for the 

detection of load of the vehicle which is normal or abnormal. When the load cell detects the 

load and that is below or equal to the set point then it displays NORMAL on the LCD 

(Liquid Crystal the registered mobile number. When the load of the vehicle is beyond the set 

point then, it will send a LOAD DETECTED message which is displayed on the LCD and 

also an alert message send to the registered mobile number. Thus, the officers can take 

immediate action to catch the intruders easily. 
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3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

When the load detected by the load sensor is below and equal to set point ,then  it will 

indicates  “NORMAL”  on the LCD display. When the load exceeds the set point, it will 

indicates “LOAD DETECTED” on  the LCD display with the current location and also send 

an alert message to the registered mobile number with the help of GSM module. 

 
 

Figure 2.Simulation run 

 

 
 

Figure 3.GSM output 
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Figure 5.Hardware design 

 

 
 

Figure 6.LCD output 

 

Another alert message is send to the registered mobile number 

 

 

 
Figure 7.Alert message to the registered mobile number 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
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In forests, cutting down trees are prohibited and it is regarded as an illegal activity. The third 

illegally importing logged timber in the world is India. Due to a shortage of manpower, our 

government finds it difficult to stop deforestation. The safest and sharpest method to prevent 

deforestation is done by using automation techniques. By using sensors, we can detect the 

abnormal activities in forests and the output is sent as an alert to the receiver. Thus, we can 

save our forests from intruders and we can stop deforestation activities using an automated 

detection system. This paper presented technological solution to monitor and catch tree 

cutting event through weight detection of vehicle. Arduino is used for better efficiency.GSM 

is used to send alert message to the receiver. We can also get live status on LCD. With this 

we can reduce the manpower and we can assure tight security to prevent trees from cutting 

down. Algorithms were tested and efficiency has been calculated. 
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